NOTES OF MEETING – TILEHURST GLOBE – Wed 17 Oct 2018
Present: Liz Ellis (Chair), John Venning, Julie Alexander, Judy Cullen, Roger Sym, lesley West, Carol Mclellan, , Jenny Cottee (sec),
Apols: : Pam Webb , Cllr Helen Manghnani , Ricky Duveen, Lisa Moon, David Glanville,Jules Thomas
1

Turning Tilehurst Red. – remembering the centenary of the end of WW1. The event (1-14 November ) has been widely
publicized- good website, many organisations involved and individuals are making decorations for the outside of their
homes/windows/lamp posts etc to turn Tilehurst red in early November .It is being sponsored by Tilehurst Butchers and Village
Properties. We decided that we should refer to the event in our Website, but as usual individuals to decide for themselves the
degree of support to this and other remembrance events

2

Tree news. a)We noted the sad news of the felling of the oak ( Berkshire Drive/Park Lane) and the imminent felling of the
Wellingtonia in School Rd near Methodist Church. We noted that both landmark trees had been subject to detailed discussion
with RBC and examination by experts, but eventually the decisions had been made. We discussed . replacements- either in
the same hole ( probably not possible in either case) or nearby Jenny will contact RBC to find out and report back
b) sycamore in the land behind Himalayan Hotspot at top of Norcot Rd. This tree is causing damage to the wall by the
pavement. The end of the wall by the alleyway ( near Fish & chip shop is bulging badly .there is a crack that is widening.It
appears to be dangerous. Liz had reported the problem to RBC- .People recall the sad fatal accident ( child killed) about 50
years ago when a wall collapsed in nearby Recreation Rd. Liz will follow up and report to next meeting

3

Planning matters a) West Berkshire-Carol had been to the consultation about land at Stoneham Farm- concerns about traffic
arrangements, and Ray had concerns about preserving the hedge-even if not ancient it is an important landscape feature.
Jenny had been the event about Pincents lane plans- proposals seem to have been put forward to meet difficulties with earlier
more extensive schemer traffic, and extent of scheme-this version has no employment locations.
b) RBC Following the submission of the proposed Local Plan to cover the period 202#-20## the allocated planning inspector
held an inquiry in September. She raised specific points to test whether the plan met the requirements of the government
legislation. Liz had been to the morning when schemes for Tilehurst were considered, > She reported that the discussions were
focussed on answering points raised by the inspector. We expect that the inspector will report to RBC and the plan will be
finalised and adopted near the end of 2018

4

Bran Close planters are being successfully maintained by residents. After discussions between residents, Tilehurst Globe and
RBC it was agreed that the residents work would not fall easily under TG insurance arrangements-red tape was too onerous.
We don’t know the final outcome-RBC were investigating a lighter touch scheme- All are delighted with the way local residents
have risen to the occasion and made a great outcome from a tricky situation.

5

Blundells Copse : Lesley raised concerns about dumping etc in Blundell’s Copse. The situation had deteriorated since
changes in RESCUE arrangements , and problems like green waste (probably from neighbouring gardens )are growing. Liz
reminded us that there had been successful prosecutions of neighbours who had been found to dump domestic waste. Roger
reminded us that Conservation Volunteers can sometimes help with specific problems.
We decided that Jenny should contact Parks department to seek advice- preferably a named person to look at the issue with a
couple Globe members and together come up with a plan. .Lesley and Judy volunteered to lead the project, being the Globe
links . Jenny will contact Parks department and request help and pass on their contact details

6.

Walnut Way Bunds: We discussed the bunds (mounds) earthworks due to be finished soon with topsoil suitable for mixed
grass and wild flowers;grass seed to be sown by RBC. We discussed and agreed that particularly the bund by St Michaels Rd
has good play value for running along etc possibly bikes, Jenny had discussed suitable planting strategies with Carolyn Jenkins
(RBC Parks) .To minimise on -going maintenance we should consider planting bluebells, foxgloves, campion, woodruff,
angelica
We agreed that we need to develop a plan, but in the mean time we would start with the area that is most shady- backing on to
the houses at Walnut Way . We will ask for foxgloves and bluebells and people to grow plant plugs from seeds
we will
investigate sources of wildflower seeds. We aim largely for perenials with some annuals to make a large initial impact.

7.

AOB. a) Liz reported Mike Keep’s talk at St James’ earlier in 2018 about life in Tilehurst which had been passed on amongst
material for the memories website. The meeting agreed to the suggestion that we should invite Mike to the Globe
December meeting themed on Tilehurst memories-invite him to speak and we can display his photos etc on boards, invite
others to share memories -publicize the website etc.(xmas nibbles) Pat will approach Mike with the idea.
b) Talk? Arising from discussion of loss of significant landmark trees (item 2) we noted that Adrian Lawson (joint author of
‘walk on the shady side’( book about Reading trees ) might well be happy to give a talk about Reading’s trees- Jenny/Liz
follow this up.
c) Skipton Building Society have generously donated £85 .00 –( to cover the cost off the bulbs planted in the grass at back
of carpark in Walnut way under the crab trees in sept.)
The meeting finished a bit before 9.00pm

NOTES OF MEETING – TILEHURST GLOBE – Wed 19 Sept 2018
Present: John Venning, , Judy Cullen, Pam Webb (notes) Pat Ager (notes), Ray Clayton, Cllr Helen Manghnani ,Carol Mclellan, ,
Jenny Cottee (chair), Jane Havey
Apols: : Liz Ellis (Chair), Julie Alexander
1
AGM report: We reminded ourselves of achievements and events of last twelve months , delaying approval of the accounts
determination of priorities and other AGM business until later in the meeting .
2

3

4

5

6.
AGM

7.

News and Priorities . a) Preventing incursions by travellers. We noted that whilst legal issues are being followed up, RBC
has taken many measures in different parts of the town to reduce possibility of nuisance. Locally, at Bran Close/Thicket Rd
the residents have reacted positively to the old concrete planters placed by RBC to be a barrier- cleaning them up ,planting etc
. Helen has been in contact with many residents, and jenny had spoken with RBC head of Parks ,Andy Gillespiere re plans and
possibilities .
The meeting agreed that Tilehurst Globe should support the residents efforts .We can help regarding formalities ( eg
insurance cover) communication (eg with RBC Parks Dept) and possibly some funding, but do not want to interfere. Helen will
contact residents, and jenny . Jenny will update RBC Parks dept and sort out arrangements so residents can work within TG
framework and be covered by TG insurance
At Walnut way we discussed alternative treatments of the mounds ( bunds) . We decided that we would prefer wild flowers
and tall grasses -like a meadow .We talked about the appearance at different times of year- The meeting decided that
Jenny should report our general guidance to RBC for further discussion before the next steps are taken with the bunds. Jenny
to update all as the discussions proceed.
b) ongoing criminal matters-drug trading etc , and mis-use of public amenity space Judy raised concerns about land on
Gratwicke Rd opposite THA shed. The meeting decided i) Judy will talk with Liz- re follow up ii) jenny will add note about
electronic link to neighbourhood police team ( a third method of reporting criminal incidents) to future emailing to members
News from Rickey Josey : a) his post is being reduced to 10hrs per week re RESCUE /Rays etc- from 12 Oct -he will be
leaving RBC. b) RAYS litter teams will continue to be supported after splendid results c) he is organising an anti chewinggum event with materials from Keep Britain Tidy (trailer, posters and strips for used gum(!!!ugh) etc ) he will be doing
some publicity/ hand-outs at Tilehurst Triangle Tuesday 2 Oct. 12-2.00 (setting up from 11.30) help welcome (just turn
up) -he will be at Caversham St Martin’s Precinct on Thurs 4 oct similar times
and he will supply some posters for us to get
up before the event
Planning news a) Wellingtonia by the Methodist Church is doomed-it will be felled (following disease and historic damage) - a
young replacement will be planted b) West Berkshire Consultation events -at Calcot centre re development at Pincents
Hill, thurs 2-8, fri 2-7 Sat 11-2 at Calcot centre and re Stoneham Farm at Cornell Centre ,Homecroft on Sat 22 12-5pm
NB this includes the hedges etc that we looked at in our July Walk led by Ray go and find out what they say
More updates a) Planting Pat has water tower trough in-hand ( thanks) and thanks to resident who has been watering this
summer. Stetford planter looking OKp Thanks Kate,. Bulb planting event on sat 22 will be small species crocus corms. No
news yet re sponsorship /funding b) Turning Tilehurst red for Remembrance whilst we know about the bottles into poppies
scheme we did not understand details-Pat will investigate and pass info on.
a) Accounts -had been scrutinised and verified as true record. We accepted them (nem con) ,thanked Carol for her efforts
and our generous sponsors and members who make everything possible.
b) Plans for the next year. The meeting
decided that our major new project would be regarding making the anti- traveller incursion measures as effective and attractive
as possible- mainly to assist planting walnut way bunds with wild flowers, and to help facilitate the residents work at Bran
Close .We plan to continue with regular commitments eg RESCUE clean up in March We decided to invite Reading Buses
CEO to our meeting in December- ( along with festive eats) , and probably Simon Beasley to up date us on transport issues
some time near Easter -other relevant suggestions welcome .c) Elections of officers the key members were approved Pat
Ager ,Jenny Cottee, Judy Cullen, Liz Ellis, Carol Mcllellan, Pam Webb, and the bank signatories (any two of these four :Carol,
Liz, Jenny and Judy) to continue for another year-many thanks for all efforts from all .
AOB (i) Helen kindly gave Carol a donation (cheque) towards Tilehurst Globe funds- (ii) Jenny belatedly welcomed the two
people who had come to their first meeting- we all come when we can Meetings are the third wed in the month (second in
December, and none in August ) , same place 7..30-9.15
The meeting finished a bit before 9.00pm

NOTES OF MEETING – TILEHURST GLOBE – Wed 20 June 2018
Present: : Liz Ellis (Chair), John Venning, Lesley West , Judy Cullen, Pam Webb (notes) Vicky Seal, Pat Ager (notes), Carol Mclellan,
, Jenny Cottee +1
Apols: Julie Alexander
1
Introductions There were two new people (Vicky and another) so we explained about the group, background, current activities
website(s) and booklets available from the library. The website http://www.tilehurst-globe.org.uk/ is the first place to look giving names of our sponsors, background and links to the Tilehurst memories and the walk on the web sites.
2

How did the Fete go? We noted that the weather was excellent, the pitch the group had been allocated was good- two open
sides and well positioned. The groups organisers had prepared all the material display boards etc in advance, but even so it
takes time to decide the best arrangement of the pitch to make it inviting leaving enough space for all activities. We all agreed
that the layout was excellent SEE WEBSITE EVENTS IN 2018 FOR PICS
Liz reported that the quiz had been popular, causing much discussion, 44 entries had been handed in, The excellent prizes had
been donated by local businesses- (see website) and winners were delighted to hear of their successes and receive the prizes
so generously donated by local businesses...
There had been many useful conversations and comments arising from the displays- concern about protection of trees and
hedgerow in West Berkshire, Volunteer to help with litter picking, many comments on how to arrange re-cycling of different
items in Tilehurst- the summary produced by John was well-received.

3

Swap event Possible trial of a swop event for unwanted but serviceable items. We discussed the possibility of arranging such
an event considering matters like problems of left over stuff, here should stuff be left on display, possible pitfalls, possible
frequency etc . We decided that it is best to make initial sounding with neighbours then discuss and to proceed further by
contacting RBC Judy will investigate possibility in Gratwicke Rd area ;

4

Other local issues and news. a) Red route is coming watch how it works- note that existing parking spaces still OK ,main
idea is to ensure enforcement of existing arrangements… b) Planting troughs etc Kate and pat have done well so that the
planters at Setfords,
by the library and the water tower have all been planted up. Pat has secured a neighbour’s agreement to water the cattle
trough. Manty thanks for doing this – much appreciated c) Latest encampments We noted the apparently intractable
problems of repeated nuisance caused by encampments, and the problem of no facilities for travellers. Situation is totally
unacceptable.
Walk on Thursday 18 July 7.00pm meet at the Triangle on grass area at front (School Rd) . We aim to take in a visit to
local building areas noting the planning restrictions and what is to be safeguarded. Liz will sort out detailed route CONTACT US
if you wish to know in advanceThe meeting finished a bit before 9.00pm

5

NOTES OF MEETING – TILEHURST GLOBE – Wed 16 May 2018
Present: Jenny Cottee (Chair), John Venning, Lesley West , Judy Cullen, Pam Webb (notes) , Kate Jones, Pat Ager (notes), Carol
Mclellan Ricky Duveen, Roger Sym, Lisa Hoch, Dave Glanville, Julie Alexander
Apols: Liz Ellis, Ricky Josey, Jules Thomas
1
Stop Press news: Travellers encamped at side of triangle co-op – causing nuisance to nearby shops, potential shoppers
etc. They had been there since Friday – and been moved on since Tuesday evening. On the day of the meeting there was an
encampment on the land at side of Mcllroys Park at Pottery Rd. again in RBC area. Even later news on Tues 22 May
there was an encampment on Little heath School playing field -West Berks.
The practical arrangements ( installing water etc ) for having a small short- stay site for travellers off Richfield Avenue are
grinding on. This new facility will be included in the new Reading Local Plan .We noted that all councils must by law provide
facilities for travellers; RBC neighbours ( West Berkshire and Wokingham) seem to be lagging behind ..Co-operative
approach and legal compliance are needed.
2
Clear up events: Ricky Josey had reported the progress of the RAYS scheme to keep litter at bay (Reading Adopt Your
Street) -there are now 310 Active volunteers ,excluding recent corporate volunteers and people in the process of joining.
New roads adopted in Tilehurst Area : Park Lane primary School have adopted roads round the School with the mini police.
The Beeches (cul de sac off Elsley Rd) Elsley Rd all of it ,Clevedon Rd (Elsley to Carlisle Rd)
Scours Lane along the Thames to the Roebuck
Corporate involvement
On Thurs 10 May Macdonalds franchise owner organised 30 staff to litter pick along the Oxford Rd from town and the
station via Friar Street branch and then on to Forbury Retail Park
Friday 11 May Verizon (Reading International Business Park) M4 J11 litter picked along the Old Basingstoke rd to Whitley
Wood Recreation Ground- 10 staff collected 10 bags of litter /recycling
IKEA have contacted Ricky re getting involved in litter picking in Reading ,its early days but if they do Ricky will point th em
towards Tilehurst re areas to clear up etc
Next public Events
Sun 17 June Reading East Festival -Palmer Park see bright yellow gazebo and new freebies
Sat 14 July -South Reading Churches Fun Day -Rabson’s Rec
Discussion : Excellent news from Ricky; use Love Clean Reading app if big stuff located;if you want bigger bags contact
jenny – stock from historic Rescue if other requests contact RAYS@reading.gov.uk or phone Ricky
3

4

5

Planting bulbs and flowers : a) winter/spring bulbs -most doing well , but the bulbs planted about 8+ years ago by RBC
on the steep banks of Norcot Rd and Tilehurst Rd seem to be dying out two varieties had been planted but both seem to far
fewer – jenny to tell RBC and ask for replacements in due courseb) planting up troughs and planters after winter displays: Kate may supply some geraniums and marigolds for the
water-tower trough – selected for drought tolerance and visual effect. These to be added to the plants house-leeks Pat has
already planted there
c) Wild flowers in the grass- (i) The area in Armour rd/Lower Armour rd has been planted with wild flower plugs grown by
several neighbours from seed. The area has been marked up with hazard tape, RBC grass cutters have been alerted. If this
trial is successful it could be replicated in many places- cheap and can be effective and long -lasting if flowers allowed to reseed .RBC had warned that if long grass becomes a nuisance they may have to cut down a bit prematurely.
(ii) Area near water tower has been seeded with wild flower seeded by Kate and Liz.- RBC have been alerted. This area was
selected since minimal car-parking problem and good location for colourful welcome to Tilehurst.
These two trials will be worth careful monitoring- keep on looking during the summer
Local Election results we noted the results in Tilehurst and Kentwood wards, and decided to invite the new Cllrs (Kentwood
Cllr Emma Warman, and Cllr Raj Singh, Tilehurst Cllr Helen Manghnani) to our next meeting and to visit our stall at the
Show on 9 June .We noted that long-standing councillors Ricky Duveen and Tom Steele will no longer be on the council but
hope that their contact with the group will continue.
Local Show (League of Friends of RBH) Sat 9 June 11.00- 4.00pm
We discussed the importance of the Local Show- our annual opportunity to tune in to lots of local people- remind them of our
past activities and achievements, pick their brains, possibly find some new recruits, and collect new ideas. We want to
provide a free interesting stall that is welcoming and tempts people to spend time with us.
We liked the open aspect last year so people did not feel trapped, and will make sure we don’t block the way in/out for
potential browsers.
Chatting with visitors is key- (the quiz is in preparation, it helps keep people at our stall) we want to collect contact details of
interested people.
Assets to promote at the show this year :
 Love clean Reading- possibly an illustrated display as the best way of reporting issues to Reading Council
 Our Activities- planting , etc, the next meeting on wed 29 june
 Re-cycling chart (Jenny/Liz ask RBC if any spare leaflets available for us to use on the stall) and possible
examples of stuff that can now go in the burgundy bin
 Red Route

New handout re next meeting and walk date needed
Practical arrangements for show day-9 June
 Pitch will be identified, gazebo erected and 2 tables supplied as usual by Jenny, Roger and TAS by about 9.00am
 Liz will bring other equipment

We collected names of some to help on the stall setting up, during main part of the day and at end
 See times show is running- contact us if you can help asap
 Rosta will be finalised soon
The meeting finished a bit before 9.00pm

NOTES OF MEETING – TILEHURST GLOBE – Wed 18th April 2018
Present: Liz Ellis (Chair) John Venning, Pat Ager and Pam Webb (Notes), Carol Mcllelan, Judy Cullen, Kate Jones, Lesley West, J
Alexander, Ray Clayton, Joanne Taylor Apols Jenny Cottee, Julie Alexander, David Glanville, Jules Thomas
The meeting was to review the Rescue event and other matters brought up during the meeting.
Mosque Liz started the meeting by saying that she had seen a copy of the decision paper that is to be presented to council on the 25th
April. She said that the decision paper had a lot of restrictions regarding the running of the mosque, and these included no amplified
music, parking restrictions and the requirement to have on the site a parking attendant, no more than 50 people on the site, there to be
no gender discrimination and other restrictions. Members questioned whether the regulations would be adhered to in the event that the
council approved that application. Liz said that as with any other application if the regulations are breeched then it is up to people to
take note of the breeches and report them to the council – with evidence of the breeches and a diary etc.
Park Lane School We talked a bit about the fact that Park Lane School is still in the local plan as a site for development., including
Downing Road Playing field. It seems that the intention is still to amalgamate the infants and Juniors into one Primary school on the
Laurels site, and move the Nursery to the Laurels site too.
st
Stall at the Library on Saturday 21 We shall be attending Earth Day at the library event. The main topic will be reuse and recycle.
We have had offers to help at the stall and thank you for that. We will have leaflets and handouts. Liz has put together a stand with our
main topics – recycling in and around tilehurst and how long does it take litter to rot. down. The stall will run from 10.30 to 2.30 and will
be outside if at all possible.
th
th
.Rays weekend May 11 to 13 We discussed whether we would want to join in with the Keep Britain Tidy event . Ricky Josey said
he would run the event as part of the RAYS scheme. We reviewed it in conjunction with how the Rescue event went. and on balance
we decided that to join the event as a group would involve a lot of work so we would opt out, but that we would encourage people who
are part of RAYS to join in on an individual basis.

Liz mentioned that the Rescue event although we collected a large amount of rubbish we had very few people attending on Saturday
afternoon and looked back and found that was the case last year. Also we did not attract any children this year which is a real shame..
We think that we will need to look at the organisation next year to see if we can improve the level of interest in the event.
Wildflowers Liz said that we had planted more wildflowers at the junction of Armour Road and Lower Armour Road to infill at random
those that we had already planted. Another neighbour has also planted some seeds and its looking for suggestions about where they
should go. Some ideas were – at the bottom of Victoria Rec where the patch of daffodils is and maybe at the top of Pierces Hill . Jenny
thought that the verges by the Water Tower might be good for planting the seeds given by C and G (thank you Geoff). So Liz and Kate
went along and raked through the grass on the verges on the Water Tower side and scattered wildflower seeds along the length
between the two posts. A map has been sent to the council to indicate where we put the seeds. Fingers crossed. We were helped out
by a heavy burst of rain in the night followed by lovely sunshine. That surely must get them going. We are still looking for ideas.
Pat was given one of the boxes of poppy seeds which she will scatter in suitable places.
Collecting Milk Bottle Tops John told us that the charity Hearing Dogs for the Deaf were no longer collecting milk bottle tops but that
another charity are he thinks and he will investigate further and let us know.
Walks Linda handed out leaflets about the interesting programmes of walks run by the Pang Valley Ramblers. She also told us that
Reading and District Natural History Society had organized a walk in Blundells. Since we didn’t know about these we thought we might
want to get in touch to find out about their local activities. It put us in mind of the fact that we will need to start thinking about where we
will have our July walk.
The meeting finished at 9 ish.

The next meeting is on Wed 16 May 7.30-9.15pm : Among other things we will be talking about arrangements
for our stall at the fete in Victoria Rec which is on 9th June.

NOTES OF MEETING – TILEHURST GLOBE – Wed 21 March 2018
Present: Liz Ellis (Chair) John Venning, Pat Ager (Notes),Carol Mcllelan, Jenny Cottee , Judy Cullen, Kate Jones, Lesley West, L
Moon, D Glanville, J Alexander, Ray Clayton, Marek Lipka
The meeting was largely about projects that we can take on in the coming months.
Wildflowers Liz started off the meeting by saying that we had planted the wildflowers at the junction of Armour Road and Lower
Armour Road. Paul had been very successful at nurturing the seeds over the winter but decided that they couldn’t wait anymore. She
also pointed out that there were a good few seeds planted by other neighbours and that we should think about where we are going to
plant them when they are ready. Jenny thought that the verges by the Water Tower might be good – especially since people do not
park their cars on the verges on the Water Tower side of the road. We are still looking for ideas.
Tidy up messy patch Liz also mentioned that she had made initial enquiries about the mucky bit of land at the end of Gypsy Lane
where it runs down to Rodway Road. It is always scruffy and full of litter. She has asked Parks Department whether we can tidy it and
maybe put some benches and litter bins in the area. We would only want to do this if RBC would maintain it after the initial clearing and
landscaping, for example, keeping the area mown.
Mosque Marek wanted to know that the status was regarding the application for the Mosque. Liz, who receives copies of the planning
applications, said that the application was to convert the offices at the back of the Post Office to a Church. The Shia muslim community
have bought the premises and are seeking permission to hold prayer meetings. She explained that there is yet no decision by the
council regarding the application. Jenny said that the decision would be based on planning issues. There have been objections to the
conversion on the grounds of noise and traffic issues since the office building is close to residential premises and the prayer meetings
go on til late in the evening. Liz also explained that the application included a request to build a fence around the edge of the property
with a locked gate. Also there was a request to build a porch over the front door to facilitate outdoor prayer. There was a general
feeling that a more suitable setting for the Church would be in Portman Road. A question about the sign was raised. It was thought that
the application for the erection of the sign was already passed.
Red Route A question about the red route for the 17 was asked. The initial red route is already operational at the Wokingham Road
end of the route. When the trial period finished there will be a period of consultation about this trial. If all goes well the red route should
be fully operational by the end of the year. A considerable advantage will be that cameras can be used to ticket parking offenders
including people who park on pavements. At the moment it is only traffic wardens who are allowed to give parking tickets. Once the red
route is in place camera can be used. Perhaps the buses themselves will have cameras installed.
Collecting Milk Bottle Tops We talked about how John could collect milk bottle tops to pass to the charity Hearing Dogs for the Deaf.
We thought it a good idea if John asked the opticians (who also treat hard of hearing people and sell hearing aids) if they might host a
pot to collect the bottle tops. John would then be able to keep an eye on the pot and empty it when needed. This way more people may
donate the tops for the cause.
New Exit Sign at Asda Garage We wondered whether we might ask Asda to put signs up at the exit to the garage to make vehicle
take care of pedestrians when they exit. Leslie offered to write to Asda to ask about the possibility of signs at the exit. We agreed that it
was a problem being a pedestrian on this bit of the pavement and the signs may make a difference.
End of Library Consultation We noted that the library consultation had ended. The proposals are for a cut in the number of hours
that Tilehurst Library will be open and that the space available for the library will be reduced. Some of the existing library building will
be let out to as offices.
Recycling around Tilehurst We talked about the “Recycling around Tilehurst” sheet that John had produced and thought that it might
be a good idea to make the sheet available at different sites around Tilehurst. We suggested that we could put a bigger version on the
Tilehurst Globe Board. Other sites that we suggested were the church, the library, Village Properties notice board and the co-op. We
would also add a note to say what the RBC recycling service would take.
th
th
Rescue Rescue weekend has been moved to 24 and 25 March. The litter collection is restricted to what you can put in a bag. Big
stuff must be left alone but reported.

Animal Warden Apparently there is now an Animal Warden, Lisa Clements, in RBC. We did wonder what her role might be.
The meeting finished at 9 ish.

The next meeting is on Wed 18 April 7.30-9.15pm :

NOTES OF MEETING – TILEHURST GLOBE – Wed 21 February 2018
Present: Liz Ellis (Chair), John Venning, Lesley West, Judy Cullen, Pam Webb and Pat Ager (notes) , Kate Jones, Tom Steele,
Jules Thomas, Julie Alexander, Joanna Taylor, Ricky Duveen, Linda Cairns, Phil Allen, Ricky Josey, Carol Mclellan, Daniel
Tuiss, Charlotte Thornton, Ray Clayton
Apologies: Jenny Cottee

1. Recycling
Liz welcomed Oliver Burt to our meeting. She explained that our interest in recycling fell into three categories. We
were very pleased about the news that re3 will now take much more plastic waste in our red bin collections and she
praised the clarity and informative nature of the new leaflet that is being delivered to each household in Reading.
Bracknell Forest and Wokingham. She also said the re3 website provided additional information which is very good
and helpful. We are also interested in what we can recycle locally, to save putting reusable items in landfill. John
Venning had produced a chart of sites where we can recycle items, and this has now been updated with additional
sites, including what local charities will take. This information will be added to our web site in due course. Our other
interest is how we can encourage agencies to take items for recycling that are currently not recyclable or indeed not
produce the item at all. Liz also pointed out that such web sites as Freecycle and Freegle are very useful for finding
and shifting items no longer wanted. Most of the people at the meeting knew and used these sites.
Liz then invited Oliver to introduce himself and tell us about the new re3 recycling plan. Re3 is one of a few places
whose plastic waste does not currently require any extra sorting. This is good news and proves that a focus on the
quality of our material has been worthwhile – it’s also a pat on the back to residents. He had visited the recycling
plants at Corby and Loughborough and saw the how the plastics are recycled. When the plastic is sorted the clear
plastic is cleaned and washed, the labels removed, the plastic is flaked and then washed again with a more powerful
cleaning cycle. Once this process is performed the waste is heated to 240 degrees and the resultant liquid plastic
material is suitable for making into other plastic products. In this way the plastic can be used over and over again.
Similarly plastic milk bottles and detergent bottle, for example, are reprocessed and used to make pipes, such as
drain pipes. These new items tend to have a long use.
He was hopeful that re3 can produce a video showing the process so that people can more readily understand the
recycling process.
He was a firm advocate for the fact that the plastic waste problem is different than has been written about in the press
and on TV. He said that while there clearly is a problem with plastic that ends up in the ocean, plastic is also a
material that can be recycled. Residents in the re3 area do a good job in that regard. He is confident that we can get
to grips with reusing plastic in the future.
He praised Reading for being one of the first councils to arrange for the recycling of glass. It wasn’t necessarily
profitable but new glass is required and it is helpful to recycle. However we are still importing packaging products.
We then asked Oliver a load of questions.
It is very difficult to find places to recycle hard plastic – ie bottle tops, toys etc. Some is sent to Malaysia but there is
currently nowhere in UK to recycle hard plastic. Oliver thinks that the amount of waste shipped to China will decrease
over the years since they will need to recycle their own waste.
Plastic film should be able to be put into sites that collect plastic bags –most supermarkets do. Clear magazine
wrappers can be put in with plastic bag collections at supermarkets and so can the bags that you buy supermarket
bread in
You can leave labels on any plastic pot that is to be recycled. The label will be removed in the recycling process.
Any recyclable plastic pot or bottle that has a hard lid or top must have the lid or top removed. It should be put for
landfill. This would include plastic bottles, shampoo bottles etc that can otherwise be recycled.
Yoghurt pots and ice cream pots can now be put for recycling.
Food trays can be recycled except for black trays. Oliver explained that the detection units in the recycling plant
cannot detect black items so they cannot be recycled at all. In fact this includes any black plastic item.
Tins and ring pulls can be recycled
Aluminium foil can be recycled.including foil milk bottle tops
However, plasticized foil which is used for crisp packets and other food pouches cannot be recycled. As a rule of
thumb, if you can’t scrunch it into a ball it is plasticized so should not be recycled
Fruit containers can be recycled
Cardboard with staples or tape can be recycled
Items need to be dry
Put shredded paper into a cardboard box otherwise it tends to fly around
Cardboard boxes with a transparent film that typically have food should have the film removed before being put in the

red bin
Wrapping paper can probably be recycled, even if it has glitter on it
Coffee cups that are plasticised cannot be recycled, although Costa say they will collect them and send them for
recycling. Some coffee cups now have paper outsides and plastic insides so if they can be separated the paper bit
should be recycled
Guinness cans with widgets in them are not a problem and can be recycled
Wokingham Borough Council has announced plans to collect food waste from April 2019. Oliver mentioned a food
waste processing facility that he had visited which processed both food waste from residents and also business –
including a large amount of ground coffee. The facility produces a compost which can be used in agriculture.Plastic
flakes are used to make fleece, if so in theory it could be recycled!
Time moved on and there would have been more to talk about, but we needed to move on to a few other topics. Liz
thanked Oliver very much for coming and explaining the new scheme and for answering so many questions.
Inevitably there will be more.

2 Battery Collection
Liz said that Shirley who had been collecting batteries from Butts at the Triangle was now no longer able to do it so we
were looking for someone else to talk over. Pam very kindly offered to take on the job. Thank you Shirley for collecting
them over the past months.

3 Skipton Building Society
The Society has done a refurb of their premises and are having a bit of a do – tea and cakes – to celebrate. They have
kindly invited a few Tilehurst Globe members to join them since they support us with a number of community activities.

4 More Library Cuts
Reading Council is again making cuts to the library service. Information about the cuts proposed for Tilehurst Library are
here , Briefly the hours open are to be reduced by 4 hours. There is also a suggest that the footprint will be reduced too. A
st
consultation is ongoing and the closing date is 21 March. This is an opportunity for you to have your say.

5 Alok Sharma

Alok Sharma (MP) is holding a public meeting at the Methodist Church in School Road on Thursday 1st March from 7pm
to 8pm: The subject of the meeting will be Crime and Antisocial Behaviour.

6 Rescue Weekend

This year Rescue weekend is on Saturday 3rd March, and Sunday 4th March. We will have three sessions altogether. We
will do two sessions on Saturday from 10 to 12 in the morning starting by the Thirlemere Avenue entrance to McIlroys
and from 2 to 4 in the afternoon also starting by the Thirlemere Avenue entrance to McIlroys – but we will clear different
areas. On Sunday we will be clearing Blundells Copse and we will start by the Teviot Road entrance at 10 and end at 12.
Ricky Josy was fortunately at the meeting and updated us to say that there will be two rubbish collections on Saturday
afternoon and one oln Monday morning. The rubbish sacks provided this year will be blue and only normal litter can be
collected and put into the bags. Recyclable waste should be collected separately and taken home or to a recycling
centre. Larger items that will not fit into a sack should be left and reported separately. We have teams of volunteers who
will organise each of the session. Thanks to them.

NOTES OF MEETING – TILEHURST GLOBE – Wed 17 January 2018
Present: Liz Ellis (Chair), John Venning, Lesley West, Judy Cullen, Pam Webb and Pat Ager (notes) , Kate Jones, Tom Steele,
Jules Thomas, Julie Alexander, Elizabeth Smeeth, Joanna Taylor, Keith Smith, Sue Burston, Lisa Moon, Ricky Duveen,
Linda Cairns, Jenny Cottee

1.
2018 Newsletters
We had printed the 2018 newsletters and given them out to volunteers who have now delivered them to our members.

Christmas lights at the Triangle
We had put the Christmas lights up at the Triangle before Christmas and then taken them down after the new year.
Many thanks to the volunteers who helped on both occasions. And most of all thanks to Carol for sorting out the lights
to be put up, charging the batteries and storing them over the year.

Planting Bulbs
Jenny is planning to organise another planting session in February. She explained that she had wanted to engage the
scouts and brownies again but unfortunately her proposed dates coincide with half term. The other remaining date that
rd
is good is February 3 . We had a quick vote and decided that enough people would be able to help out on that date.
So the plan is to plant snowdrops in Walnut Way on SaturdayFebruary 3rd between 10 and 12. Look out for the
posters nearer the time.

Wildflowers in the green
Another planting project on the go is to plant wild flowers on the green in Armour Road. We have the council’s
permission to do this. Several neighbours have already planted seeds at home. We plan to plant these out as plugs in
the Spring at a suitable time. These seeds were given to us by Kew Gardens. We also have been given four boxes of
wild flower seeds by C&G Hardware. If the trial at Armour Road is successful we will decide where the new patches of
wild flowers will be planted. Any suggestions are welcome.

2 Crime and Antisocial Behaviour

Tony Venning told us that Alok Sharma (MP) is holding a meeting at the Methodist Church in School Road on Thursday 1st
March: The subject of the meeting will be Crime and Antisocial Behaviour.

3 Recycling
The main subject of our meeting was Recycling. The discussion was kicked off by a comment in our last meeting: we
had noted that the bin provided in the NCP car park in Recreation Road to collect aluminium foil had been removed.
We decided to follow it up to find out where foil could be disposed of to be recycled. This in turn raised the general
topic of recycling. What we can and what we can’t.
Liz started by recounting the background to our battery recycling scheme. The idea is that it helps the smaller local
shops who sell batteries continue to sell batteries and provide a recycling service. We have volunteers who regularly
visit the shops, C&G Hardware, Butts Supernews and Today’s Local, to empty the pots and dispose of the used
batteries. She gave this as an example of what is possible locally.
It was also pointed out that batteries can be placed on the wheely bins and your binmen will recycle them. We wanted
to know what else can you dispose of in this way? We thought small electrical items and maybe ink cartridges but did
not have a definitve answer. We are not sure about where to find this information. Tom Steele told us that you can
load an app on your smart phone and that will give you this information but Liz had found that there is very little useful
information to be found on the RBC recycling site when she tried looking up the information online.
John Venning has produced a splendid chart that lists the recycling sites around Tilehurst and the items that can be
recycled at these sites. This will be put on our website and may get updated when we have further information. Going
back to the question that triggered this debate (how to dispose of aluminium foil), it seems that the Savacentre
recycling site in Calcot is the only place around where you can now recycle aluminium foil but you cannot recycle
aluminium trays, even though you can recycle drinks cans – some of which are made of aluminium. Liz pointed out
that the Savacentre recycling site is managed by Palm Recycling. Reading Borough Council is managed by RE3.
At this point given the confusion we decided to list the problems we had knowing what we could recycle and where we
could recycle items.
The main issue was with plastics.
What type of plastic could go in the Red Bin? The RBC leaflet says plastic bottles (no tops). Someone wanted to know
whether you have to take of the thin plastic ring that remains on the bottle after you have taken off the top. You are
not allowed to put any plastic food trays in the red bin. You don’t seem to be able to recycle food trays anywhere,
either plastic or aluminium. If you can’t put plastic in the Red bin, where can you put it to be recycled in an
environmentally friendly manner? Where can you put plastic that is not suitable for the Red Bin? Is it not possible for
food manufacturing companies to package food without using plastic?

You can put paper and card in the Red Bin. Can you put envelopes that have a window in the Red Bin? They have a
clear panel that is not paper; and there is gum to self seal the envelope not to mention the stamp that also is glued.
And gradually we compiled a long list of things that we didn’t know what to do with. We all wanted to be able to
dispose of things in an environmentally friendly way. How can we do it and how can we encourage other people to do
it.
A further list of concerns:
Do we need to have fruit and vegetables wrapped in plastic? Can shops provide paper bags for us to put fruit and veg
in (if we need to put it in anything at all)
Can shops be encouraged to not use plastic to wrap prepared food? (cardboard trays for food was mentioned)
Where can we dispose of ink cartridges?
Where can we dispose of light bulbs? (there are different types – can they all be disposed of in the same way)
How do we persuade people to use recycling facilities?
How far should we need to travel to dispose of items for recycling?
Can we recycle toothpaste tubes?
Can we recycle bubble wrap?
Where can we recycle yoghurt pots?
Where can we recycle tetra paks?
Why don’t mothers use terry (ie reusable) nappies any more?
Avoid using plastic take away coffee cups
Can we put food in the green bins if not why can’t we had food waste collections?
This is probably only a short list of people’s concerns.
During the course of the meeting it was mentioned that some items can be recycled by giving them to charities or
returned to shops. The following were suggested:
Hard plastic bottle tops to Hearing Dogs for the Deaf
Stamps to charities
Curry/PC World will take electrical items for free and will recycle them even if you didn’t buy the item from them.
Staples will take ink cartridges ( and it was suggested that you could get a rebate off your next purchase.
Ikea will take light bulbs.
Metal to scrap metal merchants
Used ink cartridges to the Berks Family History Society
It seems that a reference list of all these odd recycling places needs to be built up. The question as to whether we are
going to try and do something can be considered at out next meeting.
A number of people had brought with them useful articles and leaflets. We hope to get them on our web site in due
course. Pam brought a newspaper item about a group of people meeting to encourage local people to use less plastic
and recycle more. Leslie handed in a leaflet produced by Warmwell in Dorset listing the items you can recycle there. It
is a very long list compared to the RE3 list. How can they do it and not us? Tom Steele brought a leaflet produced by
Ards and Northdown Council to encourage people to recycle.
As a summary of the discussions – we think we need to:
Use less plastic – think about whether we need to use it at all
Have more information about what and where we can recycle
Make this information more readily available to people
Provide information to encourage people to reuse and recycle

4 Our Next Meeting Our next meeting will be on Wednesday 21st February. This will also be about recycling as a
followup to this meeting. We hope to have members of Reading Borough Council with us to answer questions and
probably we will raise even more queries and add to the information needed to recycle efficiently.

